
 

 
 
Leitch’s   Hut,   Whareorino   Conservation   Area  
 
The   walk   to   Leitch’s   Hut   at   the   headwaters   of   the   Awakino   River   is   perfect   for   families.   There   are   no   river  
crossings   and   the   trail   is   nicely   graded.   
There   are   several   ways   to   get   to   this   16-bunk   hut,   varying   in   duration   from   three   to   seven   hours.   There   are  
plenty   of   spots   to   pitch   a   tent   nearby.   
The   shortest   route   to   the   hut   is   from   the   end   of   Leitch   Road   and   begins   by   following   a   nice   trail   up   a   gradual  
ascent   to   a   saddle   as   it   passes   along   the   edge   of   paddocks.   The   approach   to   the   saddle   has   some   stunning  
views   out   over   the   valley   to   the   side   and   to   the   bush-clad   ridge   in   the   distance.   
Just   below   the   saddle   and   on   the   edge   of   native   forest,   a   DOC   sign   marks   a   closed   track   leading   north.   
Just   after   the   saddle,   the   trail   enters   native   bush   and   begins   a   long   descent   alongside   the   Awakino   River   and  
through   wild   native   forest,   including   tree   ferns,   tall   tawa   trees,   and   glades   of   parataniwha   in   shady   gullies.   
Eventually,   the   trail   pops   out   of   the   bush   at   a   clearing   and   then   wanders   down   the   wide   valley   through  
grasses,   popping   into   and   out   of   the   forest   along   the   edge   of   the   river   until   arriving   at   Leitch’s   Hut,   situated   in   a  
large   clearing.  
 
Access    Leitch   Road,   west   of   Piopio  
Grade    Easy  
Time    3hr  
Distance    8.5km  
Total   ascent    556m  
Accommodation    Leitchs   Hut   ($5,   16   bunks)  
Topo50   map    BF31,   BF32  
 
 
 
Elevation   Profile  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  
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